
On the relationship between knowing and acting. 
 
„It’s time to praise knowing; for we have over-valued doing”. This quotation invites to reflect on 

the relationship between knowledge and action. But first let us think about what is meant by 

‘knowledge’. What does it take to know something? According to Plato, knowledge is ‘justified 

true belief’. This means a person (S) knows something (p) if, and only if, a) p is true, b) S 

believes that p and c) S is justified in believing that p, so there is some evidence for it. Take 

this example: a journalist writes an article about a football game, wherein he predicts that team 

A will win. That is his belief. It becomes knowledge in case team A wins indeed and he 

witnesses it. In that case his belief is justified because evidence shows.  

 

However, there is criticism concerning Plato’s understanding of knowledge. A professor of 

Empirical Social Research used to tell us students the following anecdote in order to reflect on 

what kind of understandings of research and justified knowledge exist in different research 

disciplines. On the one hand, there is the natural scientist, who in order to find out which 

temperature a piece of wood has, uses a thermometer. It shows 37 degrees. Hence, he can 

tell everyone that piece of wood has a temperature of 37 degrees. The social scientist, on the 

other hand, asks that piece of wood, “How warm do you feel?”. The answer is rather subjective. 

But cannot it be also considered knowledge? As it is a justified belief? 

 

‘Action’, on the other hand, has to be set apart from pure behaviour. Action is goal-directed 

human activity, thus it occurs intentionally. Is action then possible without knowledge? Holding 

on to the definition the answer must be no, because action implies goals and in order to realize 

goals a person needs appropriate means. This means-end connection is knowledge. 

Knowledge about the world that is appropriated, assimilated, internalized. Embodied 

information. 

 

Having discussed what knowledge and action might be, let us turn back to the relationship 

between knowledge and action. An important question is this context seems to be, for what 

aim do we generate and acquire knowledge? To tackle a problem? To find a solution to it? To 

know how to act best? Or has knowledge an intrinsic value? Is knowing worth knowing? 

 

I sometimes come along this thought during my studies. I like to get to know about things in 

more detail, I like to share and discuss ideas, and I like being curious. But from time to time I 

ask myself, “What is all this knowledge good for?” For example, will I be a better teacher 

because I studied the syntax of the English language in depth? And sometimes the thought 

even crosses my mind that not knowing would make life simpler; not caring about sustainability 



issues, the earth’s future due to missing knowledge about the world’s interconnectedness 

could lead to a more care free life. However, closing one’s eyes to reality cannot be the 

solution. Is it not my duty as a responsible citizen to care and act along in order not to harm 

people living elsewhere in this globalized world and keep the earth a place worth living in for 

future generations? 

 

In my opinion, we mostly generate knowledge to find an answer to a question, to find a solution 

to a problem. Knowledge without action is just like a mind having new ideas but of no use. For 

example, we do research in order to fight cancer, or to know how to teach students best, or to 

find out what brings peace between nations. Knowledge, very generally spoken, then helps us 

to understand the world and, hopefully, gives us an idea how to change it for the better. In this 

sense, knowing is the beginning of acting and acting is knowing’s completion. Knowing 

precedes acting so as to at acting rightly.  

 

I tend to claim knowing is worth knowing, but foremost in order to find an answer to an 

important question and to know how to act on it. In order to act problem- and solution-oriented 

we should know a problem to its fullest extent. On this basis, one is then able to come up with 

a solution. Take the example of climate change: as a means for fighting it, we have to 

understand its causes. How does it arise? Which factors contribute to it? Where can we start 

making changes? Nevertheless, understanding and knowing, especially in this case, is not 

enough. We will not change anything for the better without acting. Unfortunately, knowledge 

does not always lead to its intended action. Fridays for Future has come to life as action on 

climate change is missing. For years scientists have generated further knowledge on the topic 

leading to scenarios where the world as we know it cease to exist. In this case, it should rather 

be: we have to act now, for we have known for so long. 

 

According to this line of thought knowledge is generated first and then acted upon. However, 

knowledge is also acquired by acting and experiencing. Deductively. ‘You never know until you 

try’, or as Germans say ‘Versuch macht klug’. In line with this view, to know, we have to act. 

Let us take natural sciences as an example: experiments are necessary to prove or falsify 

assumptions made. Only then can we know whether an assumption holds true. 

 

Ultimately, the relationship between knowledge and action can be understood as a circuit: 

existing knowledge helps us to deal with a problem and to act upon it to the best of one’s 

knowledge; by applying that knowledge in a certain context, experiences are gained, which 

then can expand or modify our existing knowledge. Knowledge is always open to question and 

revision. Only few scientific ideas are ever proved once-and-for-all. 



Often people seem to act against one’s better knowledge. Everyone knows that smoking has 

a negative impact on one’s health. The same is true for drinking too much, eating unhealthy 

and much more. People also know that driving big cars for example pollutes the environment. 

How does it come that some do it anyway despite knowing better? Do they follow principles of 

bounded rationality? A person might argue that although knowing the negative effects of 

smoking, her or his family has a very good gene pool, so he or she does not expect to get 

cancer as easily as normal people will. Hence, from the viewpoint of the individual, smoking 

then becomes much less irrational but instead has its own limited rationality. 

 

„It’s time to praise knowing; for we have over-valued doing”. Does this sentence hold true then? 

In which context? The German Federal School System for instance would profit from praising 

knowledge generated by the scientific community on what contributes to learning and 

improving the work of teachers. Action following this knowledge should be welcome. Reforms 

and changes as a consequence of political decision making following the inherent logic of 

politics, on the other hand, is exhausting. As those changes are not a result of what research 

has found out is best for student’s learning, it might be better to worship what research has 

come up with, what we know about education and educating people, instead of acting more or 

less regardless of it. 

 

Or take Trump and his behavior as another example. Following the understanding of 

knowledge according to Plato, something like alternative facts do not exist. If everyone's 

individual perception is the arbiter of knowledge, and I perceive you to be wrong, then who is 

right? Moreover, if the most objective of facts about the universe are subjective, then the 

foundations of logic, physics, biology and math will be equally flimsy. Thus, beliefs have to be 

justified. There has to be some proof. Wirth regard to Trump, I would agree, it is time to praise 

knowing; for he has over-valued doing.  

 

And there are situations where the relationship between knowledge and action becomes 

complicated. Situations where complete information is not available, where we cannot know 

without question. But where, at the same time, acting seems required. Take the civil war in 

Syria as an example. In that case we were not able to evaluate certain instances conclusively, 

what hold us from taking actions, or more clearly spoken, from intervening in the conflict. Too 

many actors with too many interests. It resulted in the death of thousands and in one of the 

greatest human tragedies of our time. Actions could have come in different shapes as for 

example intervening militarily (with or without a Security Council’s mandate) or offering 

humanitarian assistance (alone or in combination with other measures). We cannot know 

whether having intervened in the Syrian conflict would have certainly changed the situation for 



the better. No one can tell. What this example points out is that there can be situations where 

we cannot know for sure, but where taking action seems morally required. 

 

In case of the Iraq war in 2003 “It’s time to praise knowing; for we have over-valued doing” 

holds definitely true. That war was based on a lie, on false facts. The United States wanted 

the international community to belief that Iraq was in possession of weapons of mass 

destruction. Finally, the United States leading the Coalition of the Willing caused the death of 

thousands of people. Knowing truly instead of relying on false facts would have saved the life’s 

of many.   

 

Let me conclude with the following statement: I believe, it is time to praise knowledge. But not 

for its own sake. Rather, to have a justified basis to act upon.  

 

 

 

 

	


